November 2014

Sheer Bliss
Autumn on Ibiza is perfect. The sun is warm and
soothing on the skin, but not hot enough to burn. The
breezes are cool and gentle. The beaches are perfect for
bikinis, and the water is warm for swimming. This is the
season when heaven comes down to earth.
The tourists have returned to their busy lives, leaving
the island for those of us who live here, and for those who
come to learn. Sage University is in full swing with
enthusiastic clients from all over the world.
This is the time of year for nesting and for preparation
for the coming year. We are available to assist you to
refine your calling and master the skills you need. Let us
assist you in finding the path to success. If you need a
local coach, please contact us for a referral.

Sage University

.

The fact that you exist at this time and place is a miracle beyond any
explanation. It is up to you, whether to suffer through this marvelous life, or
to seize each moment as a joyous adventure.
Germany is now offering free education in excellent universities for
foreigners and citizens alike. Angela Merkel is truly a brilliant leader. Her
offer will attract thousands of smart, ambitious young people who want to
prepare for traditional jobs.
Sage University offers advanced training for people who intend to live
their lives as exciting adventures. Our approach to education reaches into
the depths of your being to unleash hidden talents you can use to earn your
living by doing what you love.
At Sage you pay a reasonable fee. But then you acquire skills that earn
your money back many times over. Your return on investment makes your
entrepreneur training far more valuable than any other career option.

Hawaii on my Mind
This photo is the boardwalk that leads to Kihei,
Hawaii. You might want to drop over there after the
GWEN conference in Honolulu, December 3-7.
The world offers a panorama of gorgeous locations,
and we provide business training for you in the finest
ones. Martin Sage created Sage University and the
coaching tools as he strolled along this very beach. Mia
joined him there in 2005 to continue his work. Their
communication transformers remain the most effective
business tools available for growing your own
enterprise.
Be sure to bring a friend or two to Hawaii this year
to master the innovation and entrepreneurial skills that
will empower your business dreams.
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Joyful Action
The best way to empty your mind is to fill your day
with joyful activities. A tiny minority of people can
achieve higher states of awareness by sitting still. A more
effective approach to inner peace and happiness is
through various forms of movement, such as Yoga, Tai
Chi, or Zumba.
Most of us find it easier and more effective to
transcend by scheduling delightful physical activities and
engage our hands and minds in pleasing, productive tasks.
Some of our favorites include hiking, gardening,
swimming, gentle sports, dancing, and carpentry. You
must find the activities that take you there. Then you can
link them together to fill your days with joyous rapture.

Greetings from Mia Sage

What happens on Ibiza, stays on Ibiza

It’s touring time again for my road team. They will begin with
GWEN—Global Women Entrepreneur Network in Honolulu, December 37, and then offer Geisha School on the following weekend for women who
want to master the art of entertainment and conversation.
Over the past several years I have discovered that I have a knack for
organizing effective business teams. Although I own and operate Miamar
Productions and Sage University, I spend nearly all of my time assisting
those of you who require instruction and inspiration to operate your own
small businesses.
I am not aware of another business system in which the participants
focus on empowering and assisting each other to such a degree. We are
fortunate to have created a cooperative system based on generosity and
loving-kindness. All of our clients, students, and professors are in service.
We play for the love of the game and for the happiness we enjoy when we
give our time and expertise to each other. When the goal of business is
profound harmony, anything becomes possible.

Acknowledgement
Jasmin Buehler is a free woman. She is on tour,
meeting women entrepreneurs the world over to bring
them the courage to grow their own businesses. Siobhan
Murphy has introduced the Sage role-play system into
Columbia Business School to help them train their
business leaders more effectively. Mei Hillhouse is
launching her creativity and curiosity book for corporate
leaders. She is teaming up with Maureen Haskell and
Lola Amekor to assist hospitals to create better
teamwork and provide more effective conditions for
their health care workers.
Everywhere we look we see so many of you out there,
coaching, teaching, and training individuals and
organizations—transforming the way they communicate.
Thank you for your commitment to a better world.
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GWEN Honolulu
(December 3-7)
As women entrepreneurs, we grow our enterprises
through close friendships. GWEN is a global women
entrepreneur network for women who realize that
building trust is essential to earning a living.
Lucy Lynch and Melissa Hendricks are hosting
GWEN in their hometown—Honolulu. We invite you
to join us on Waikiki for business and pleasure. Here
you will bask in the warm Hawaii sun and in the love
of other kind, generous women, all devoted to growing
our businesses together.
Email info@sageuniversity.com to learn more about
this unique, feminine approach to living your dream.

Geisha School
(Honolulu, December 11-14)
You become the story you tell. Geisha school is a salon for
women who want to gain prestige and honor by learning how to
create conversations that lift them to a new place in their lives.
Chatter and gossip slip into our lives unnoticed. We speak ill of
others without realizing the damage we do to ourselves. Few
women ever master the discipline of filtering what they hear and
how they represent themselves.
The authentic Geishas of Japan live lives equivalent to Western
supermodels. They are wealthy celebrities. But their status doesn’t
depend on their age or on their looks. These lovely women speak
with honor and humor. They win the trust of powerful men and
women. They are revered because they are trustworthy.
You can learn to see and be seen that way. Join us in Hawaii to
master the feminine art of wisdom.

Self-Actualization
(Ibiza, January 02-08)
We all live two lives. One consists of the important
roles we play—mother, father, brother, friend, and career
professional. The other is that deep, serene presence that
has traveled with our species from the dawn of time.
Your roles are essential. Your actual self is
profoundly more so. Your inner wisdom is enjoined with
your sexuality, mating, and survival. The better you
know your true nature, the greater your power to live a
fulfilling life.
Two people are looking through your eyes. One is you
and the other is the silent witness that feels only joy and
profound love. Self-Actualization is 7 days of exploration
beyond your body, brain, and personality. Spend a few
days with us on Ibiza to meet the real you.
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Beauty, Health & Fitness
A Feminine Journey
(February 2015)
When a woman truly relaxes, she glows with beauty. Sometimes you have to get away to find that
kind of release. You can feel your inner loveliness, longing to emerge. This delightful 28-day retreat
carries you through your emotional and physical cycle so that your body can recover the confidence
and vitality you enjoyed before you devoted your life to the people you love. Now it is your turn.
As a young girl you danced with wild abandon and spoke your mind with no concern what others
might think. That freedom gave beauty and grace to your movements and filled your heart with joy.
If you ever intend to recover your sweet, innocent nature, this is the time. Beauty, Health, and
Fitness is the event. Ibiza is the place. And we are the dream team—the friends who see your loving
nature.
You might want to think of this month as your own private bootie camp. The training is kind and
loving—the very tough love you need to face down your inner demons. Together we will prepare
delicious meals, create beautiful music, walk in nature, and dance the ancient way—the way of the
woman. If you want a dancer’s body, you must dance. If you want a gourmet lifestyle, you must learn
the art of cuisine. If you want the confidence of a model, you will have to step out. Among friends
like these your face will transform. Your senses will come alive. Your body will find the inner rhythm
of your natural appetites. You will tune in the inner pulse that loving women share when they are free
from the demands of a culture dominated male values.
Forget about feminism and passive aggressive tactics. Fighting only makes you hard and bitter.
Authentic femininity is as soft as a baby and as radiant as true love. This 28-day experience creates a
field of loving, nurturing kindness, the kind that a newborn baby shares with her mother in those first
months of life, before expectations squelch our natural radiance.
You will learn PleasureSize—the art of touch and movement that your body needs to discover its
own best fit and to find genuine physical freedom. Women are not made to “pump up” or to follow
the leader. Here you listen only to the loving vibrations of your own heart. You will emerge from this
retreat with an entirely new perspective and with communication skills that you can use to create the
career that springs from your true nature. It is time to do something for you. Call or connect to meet
our fun-loving team and to learn more.
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January 2015
Self-Actualization
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Geisha series
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Sage University 6-day modules
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